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In this Issue…
P1: Spanish after school club
P2: Athletics
P3: Induction students
P4: Trumpet class & Humanities
P5: Man Utd ticket winners
P6-8: Stars of the Week

Don’t forget:
SCHOOL CLOSES FOR
HALF TERM ON 16
FEBRUARY

HABLA ESPANOL?
The academy’s after school Spanish club, led by Ms Baksh, is proving popular with
students. Hamza Hagi and Yasmin Al-Kalbani have really improved their language skills
and love practicing speaking Spanish at the club, which runs on Wednesdays to Fridays,
with a new session due to start on Tuesdays.
During the club, students use vocabulary card games, and they take part in speaking
activities to improve their exam skills. Ms Baksh also runs a Spanish film club and there
are plans to start a Spanish dancing club. As well as Spanish, we offer a range of
enrichment activities in subjects including astronomy, boxing, chess, music and sports.
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STUDENTS LEARN KEY SKILLS AT ATHLETICS CLUB
Students have been learning how to run, jump and throw at our after school Athletics
Club which is held every Tuesday during term time.
The sessions start with a warm-up
jog and drills, followed by a five
minute endurance run and interval
bursts.
This week, students were divided up
into pairs and took part in cone
collecting
exercises,
before
practicing the three stages of a long
jump.
The sessions are led by qualified
coaches and aim to improve
students’ speed, strength and
endurance.
Thanks to their efforts, the following
three students have even progressed
to the Sale Harriers: Emmanuel
Johnson, Year 9, Mohammed Cole,
Year 8 and Baye Mbengue, Year 8.
Anyone who is interested in taking part should go to the sports hall or outdoors in the
sports playing area between 2.45pm and 4pm on Tuesdays. For more information see Mr
Marsh or any of the P.E. staff.
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INDUCTION STUDENTS LEARN LITERACY AND NUMERACY SKILLS
Our Induction students have been
reading books to improve their literacy
and practising maths on mini whiteboards
to improve their numeracy skills.
They were joined by 12 students
from Manchester Grammar School’s Sixth
Form, who have been helping our
students to learn as part of their
community outreach programme.

Ms Mounier and Ms McIntosh
leading the sessions, which run
Mondays and Fridays in the library.

are
on
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HITTING ALL THE RIGHT NOTES
Year 7 students Israa Jeylani and Natasha Rahman have been practicing their trumpet
skills after beginning lessons with Mr Burns this term.
Trumpet classes are one of the many music lessons offered in school. Anyone who is
interested in learning to play an instrument should see Mr Burns for more information.

OUR RAINFOREST VISITORS
Our Year 8
Humanities students
have been learning
about how creatures
from the rainforests
adapt to their
habitat.
Mr Turner is
pictured with a
Royal Python, Ms
Taylor with a
Crested Gecko and
Mr Stott with a
Vietnamese tree
frog, courtesy of
Animals in Tuition.
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MANCHESTER UNITED LUCKY TICKET WINNERS
Our Stars of the Week Manchester United ticket winner was Ali Al Dhufairi. He was very
excited as he had never been to a match before and he decided to go with his brother.

Year 8 student Kirsty
Taylor also received
a pair of tickets for
Saturday’s
match
against
Huddersfield Town.
The tickets were a
reward for her
commitment
to
extra
curricular
activies.
Kirsty
has been
playing
football
since she was at
primary school and
went to the match
with her Dad.
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Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week….
STARS OF THE WEEK

Name

Reg

Subject

Meshari ALMAJREN

7NBR

Induction

Comment

Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week….
Name
Meshari ALMAJREN

Year
7

Gurkamal Singh
Mustafa Hakimi
Gurkamal Singh Kaur
Maryam Nasir
Azhar Khan
Mustafa
Hakimi
Maryam Nasir
Azhar Khan

7

7SVO

MFL

7NBR

English
MFL

7CWT

7

Transition
English

7
7

Transition

Zehad Ali

Transition

Zehad
FahdAli
Hilal

7 8XAN

Leshae Gray
Fahd Hilal
Chloe Taylor

8

Leshae Gray

8

Chloe Taylor

8

Eid Jama

Eid Jama

Sultan Abdulahi

Subject
Induction

8MWH
8XAN

Transition
Transition
Cheer
Transition
Cheer

8RTI

8

Form Time

Form Time

8ITU

Geography

Meshari regularly submits homework
of high quality and follows instrucComment
tions in the classroom. He also pushed
Meshari
submits
homework
himselfregularly
really hard
this week
whilst
of working
high quality
and
follows
on Maths word problems,
instructions
in the out
classroom.
He also
despite it being
of his comfort
pushed himself really hard this week
whilst
working on
MathsHomework
word
For excellent
Spanish
and
problems,
despite
it
being
out
of
his
use of ICT to complete his homework
comfort
zone at the
beginning.well in
For consistently
performing
ForEnglish
excellent Spanish homework and
use of ICT to complete his homework.
his all round
amazing efforts
ForFor
consistently
performing
well in in
EVERY lesson and his lovely behaviour
English.
all of the time!
For his all round amazing efforts in
EVERY lesson and his lovely behaviour
all He
of the
time! wonderful effort despite
is making
being out of school so much and who
has worked hard and is beginning to
He is making wonderful effort despite
being
ofbehaviour
school so much
and hasand
For out
great
in all lessons
worked
hard
and
is
beginning
to
an excellent attitude to work.
master
Both fractions!
of these girls have joined the MA
Forstars
great
behaviour
all lessons
and
recently
and in
have
been working
anextremely
excellent attitude
to into
work..
hard to fit
the squad
Both
of
these
girls
have
joined
the
seamlessly. Chloe led a fantastic
MAwarm-up
stars recently
and have and
beenLeshae
and cool-down
working
extremely
hardof
topositions
fit into the
has tried
out a range
and
squad
seamlessly.
Chloe
led
a
is fast become a versatile member of
fantastic
warm-up
andproud
cool-down
the group.
We are
of youand
- say
Leshae has tried out a range of
positions
is fast
becoming
Eid has and
made
a huge
effort toa meet all
versatile
member
of report
the group.
We past
the targets
on his
over the
are2 proud
- saypleased
we are proud
weeks.ofI you
am very
that staff
of have
you *clap
clap*.
made the effort to report wonEidderful
has made
huge effort
to meet all
thingsa about
this young
theman.
targets
his report
over
thecolpast
He on
is now
engaged
and
two
weeks.
very pleased
that
lecting
lotsI am
of merits
and house
staff have made the effort to report
wonderful
things about
this young
For an excellent
approach
to his learnman.
He ishomework
now engaged
and
ing and
in Geography,
in
collecting
lots
of
merits
and
house
addition to a major improvement in
points.
Well done
Eid - impressed
Keep it up!by
behaviour.
I'm really
you this year Sultan, well done!
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STARS OF THE WEEK

Name
Sultan Abdulahi

Year
8

Subject
Geography

Ali Al Dhufairi

8

Drama

Ghazi Al Sahen

8

Abdalmohiman Alatrsh
Halima Sheikh

8
9

Art

Ahmed Khan

9

English

Ismail Miah

9

Music

Faris Hummaida

9

Shahid Shirziar

10

English

Shir Wali

10

Induction

Abdelraouf Denidni

11

Psychology

Comment
For an excellent approach to his
learning and homework in
Geography, in addition to a major
improvement in behaviour. I'm really
impressed by you this year Sultan,
well done!
For their effort in Drama.

For her continued effort in Art and for
completing a high standard of
homework.
Ahmed had been working extremely
hard in English lessons. He is the first
to give amazing answers to support
the learning of others in the class. An
improvement in his attitude to English
has seen him progress dramatically Keep it up Ahmed.
All three students have been coming
along to music in their own time to
try to perfect their ukulele playing.
Shahid has been making excellent
progress since moving into my English
class. He has completed all work, and
extension tasks to an incredibly high
standard and even asked for extra
work to support his learning. I am
thoroughly enjoying teaching this
young man.
Excellent manners, hard work and
good progress.
Abdelraouf had been working really
had to learn his studies in
Psychology. Despite finding it a
challenge, he has continued to
persevere and was rewarded when
he hit his target grade in the last
examination window. He is now
growing in confidence and asking for
support to help his progression.
He is a delight to teach.
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STARS OF THE WEEK

Name
Kasim Nadeem Alvi

Year

Subject

Comment

11

English

Suleman Mahmood

11

Maths

Kasim recently joined my intervention
group for English. He is working hard
to plug the gaps in his knowledge and
can now comfortably answer a question on An Inspector Calls. He is a polite young man and a welcome
addition to the group.
He is working conscientiously on his
revision and Maths past papers and is
improving his grade on the past
papers. He is a very pleasant and
polite student and always helps other
students in the group.

Well done to all our Stars of the Week, who are pictured with
Manchester United Foundation coach Mr Ross and Vice Principal
Mr Horrigan.

Yours sincerely,
Miss Owen, Acting Principal

